CORONA Information

General Information

Distance Learning

Starting at March 11, 2020, all attendance teaching at TU Wien is suspended. On Monday, March 16, 2020, distance learning (application form) will be launched. The meaning of distance learning is that no lectures will take place at TU Wien. As much content as possible will be provided online and teaching will be reorganized as comprehensively as possible as distance learning. TUWEL is used as the platform to handle the lectures (LVA). Specific support and further information for lecturers is provided in this space.

Examinations

Under the current conditions, it is not possible to guarantee compliance with the official safety recommendations. Therefore, we have to inform you that from Monday, March 16, 2020 all exams (incl. bachelor and diploma examinations, board examinations etc.; written and oral) are CANCELLED, as well as all (laboratory) exercises where attendance is required are cancelled / have to be interrupted.

Alternative dates will be announced as soon as a change in the overall situation is foreseeable.

If you need support in coordinating your lecture rooms because of the necessary changes etc. you are welcome to contact the "Distance Learning Team" at this web form.

Exams via video conferencing

Diploma or board examinations and viva voce can be held via the GoToMeeting video conferencing system. The prerequisites are: all members of the examination board and the student agree to this, the appropriate technical provisions are in place and can ensure a stable connection. The entire examination must be documented precisely. Even if a loss of connection occurs. In case of a negative assessment, the break down of the system or the loss of connection can constitute a severe defect in conducting the examination and can lead to the annulment of the examination.

Provided all members of the examination board and the student agree, the examination can be recorded (sound and video recording).

Excursions

Excursions and other courses/lectures outside the university do not take place.

Information for Students

Lecture halls/seminar rooms/learning spaces/laboratory facilities and library

- All lecture halls are closed.
- All seminar rooms are closed.
- All learning spaces are closed.
- All laboratory facilities are closed.
- The library is closed.

TUWEL

Starting with Monday, March 16, 2020, for all lectures in TISS a corresponding course can be found at TUWEL.

Questions concerning the organization of studies and the university services

can be sent to coronainfo@tuwien.ac.at.
Information for Lecturers

The Teaching Support Center (TSC) and “Zentrale Lehr- und Lernressourcenmanagement” are there for help and advice.

TUWEL

To support your lectures, we can offer the online platform TUWEL. To help with questions you may have, we put some concise information and links together.

Details on frequently asked questions can be found at the sub-page for TUWEL.

Teaching Support Center - Online Office Hours

As a special service of the Teaching Support Center, we would like to offer teachers a one-hour TSC Online Office Hour for the coming week from March 23rd to March 27th, 2020. During this office hour, questions on topics such as TUWEL, LectureTube, TU Connect and other services of the Teaching Support Center can be discussed. To give as many people as possible the option to participate, the TSC Office Hours will take place at the following times:

- Mon, Wed, Fri: 08:00-09:00 via Zoom (online)
- Tue & Thu: 16:00-17:00 via Zoom (online)

FAQ on Distance Learning Concepts

We collect frequently asked questions from lecturers on e-learning solutions and digital teaching and learning scenarios for you on the separate sub-page.

Coordination of lecture rooms

If you need support in postponing lectures, changing of rooms because of streaming or any other questions concerning lecture rooms etc. please contact us via the web form.

Lecture Tube

The Teaching Support Center offers LectureTube as a platform for recording an/or live-streaming your lecture. Video on demand is also an option.

Videos can be made available individually or in a series, only within the TUnet or world wide.

The recording starts automatically at your pre-ordered time slots, after the programming is effected by the Teaching Support Center. No additional user interaction in the lecture hall is necessary.

Details and frequently asked questions and answers can be found at the sub-page for LectureTube _EN (obsolet, zur Englischen Version von LectureTube transferiert).

Further Online Meeting Tools

An additional choice of Online Meeting Tools is currently put together.